"Write-In" Votes?

• Any voter can cast a "write-in" vote for any person whose name does not appear on the ballot for the same office.

• A "write-in" vote for a candidate already listed on the ballot will not be counted.

• A "write-in" vote can be hand written or rubber stamped.

• A "write in" vote must be cast in the **Write-In box at the BOTTOM of the ballot** in the same column of the race.

• Inspectors can explain the write-in procedure however CANNOT answer questions regarding "who to write-in".
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**DEMONSTRATION BALLOT**

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. Mark only with a pen having blue or black ink.
2. To vote for a candidate whose name is printed on this ballot fill in the oval O to the right of his or her name.
3. To vote for a person whose name is not printed on this ballot write or stamp his or her name on a blank "Write-In" space.
4. To vote yes or no on a proposal fill in the oval opposite your vote.
5. Any other mark or writing, or any erasure made on this ballot outside the voting ovals or blank spaces provides invalid vote.
6. Do not overvote. If you select a greater number of candidates than there are vacancies to be filled, your vote will be invalid.
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